
DEFINE genome
DEFINE mutations
DEFINE crossing over
DEFINE cloning
DEFINE karyotype
DEFINE synapsis
DEFINE tetrads
STATE the number of chromosomes found in humans
STATE when and where independent assortment occurs
STATE the cell cycle stage that muscles and nerves are constantly in
STATE the cell cycle stage where DNA is replicated
STATE the shortest part of the cell cycle
STATE the name given to the egg after a sperm has fertilized it
OUTLINE why chromosomes form during mitosis
OUTLINE mitosis
OUTLINE homologous pairs of chromosomes
OUTLINE the role of sperm and eggs in the event of fertilization
OUTLINE how the amount of DNA changes throughout the cell cycle
OUTLINE how the sexual life cycle generates genetic variation
OUTLINE independent assortment
DESCRIBE genes
DESCRIBE the chromosomal make up a cell at the end of telophase I
DESCRIBE a cell that completed mitosis but failed to complete cytokinesis
CALCULATE the number cells if given the number of cell divisions of a zygote
IDENTIFY a stage of mitosis from either a description or image
IDENTIFY a stage of meiosis from either a description or image
IDENTIFY a the life cycle of an animal from a figure
IDENTIFY a cell type when given its number of autosomes and sex chromosomes
COMPARE a daughter cell at the end of cytokinesis with a parent cell in G1
COMPARE sexual and asexual reproduction
COMPARE diploid and haploid cells
COMPARE cells at the start of meiosis, after meiosis I and after meiosis II
DETERMINE the number of centromeres if given a number of chromatids
DETERMINE the number of chromosomes found in a nucleus given the number of 
                      chromatids in metaphase
DETERMINE the number of chromosomes in anaphase from the number of 
                       chromosomes in metaphase
DETERMINE the correct order of 5 key events that occur during meiosis
ANALYZE a table with that compares different cells with different times spent in each 
                  stage of the cell cycle and DEDUCE information about their DNA
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